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THE LEGAL WRITER

You Think You Have Issues? 
The Art of Framing Issues in
Legal Writing — Part II 

Last month the Legal Writer offered
some suggestions on writing
deep issues. We continue.

Writing Deep Issues in a Brief
The outcome of a case rests on how

the court approaches the issues pre-
sented. Framing the right issue and the
right answer go hand-in-hand. As
Justice Felix Frankfurter explained,
“the right answer usually depends on
putting the right question.”1 In a brief,
frame the deep issue so that if your
question is accepted or answered in
your favor, the case will turn your
way.2 The persuasive deep issue can
have only one answer.3 Express the
issue fairly to support your theory of
the case.4 Find the premises that’ll
make the court reach your conclusion.5
Spoon-feed your readers the issues to
get the answer you want.6 The way
you frame the issue “is the spoon you
will use to feed” the reader.7

When writing a brief, put yourself in
the court’s shoes.8 The court has neither
the time nor the specialization to know
everything about your case. Make your
brief “completely self-contained, intel-
lectually as well as physically.”9

Explain the problem in the case and
argue the law.10 Tell the court the fac-
tors that’ll affect the parties and the
public.11 Include the relevant part of a
statute, contract, regulation, or any
other document, if your case rests on
interpreting them.12 A judge will
always ask, “What question am I sup-
posed to answer in this case?”13 State
the answer to the question and how the
court can, and why it should, rule for
you. Give the court the issues in your
case up front to capture the judicial

imagination,14 as explained in Part I of
this column. Frame your issue in a way
that “not only will help you capture the
Court but which will stick your capture
into the Court’s head so that it can’t
forget it.”15 If you do all that, you’ve
made the court’s job easy, and that’ll
increase your odds of winning.

The majority of the briefs you’ll
write won’t have dispositive prece-
dents. So don’t “ru[b] the judges’ noses
in the precedents.”16 Convince the
court that your position “is the more
reasonable one in light of all relevant
circumstances.”17 Use case law, “not as
a club with which to beat your oppo-
nent to death, but as a source of poli-
cies to guide decision.”18 Use case law
to show that your position doesn’t vio-
late settled law.19 Don’t argue that the
result for which you’re advocating is
“already ‘in’ the law”20 when there’s
no dispositive precedent.

When phrasing a persuasive deep
issue, don’t state a false issue.21 Never
invent or skew facts or leave out any
determinative facts — those facts on
which a case turns — even if they hurt
you.22 From beginning to end, “you
must maintain credibility and must
fairly link the statement of the issue to
your genuine argument on appeal.”23

Here are some examples of persua-
sive deep issues.

New York prohibits a person from
suing for breach of an implied
warranty when that person know-
ingly purchased used goods. Sue
Second-Hand bought a 1985
Lemon convertible with 12,000
miles on the odometer. Should
Second-Hand’s claim for breach of
implied warranty against Lemon
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be dismissed, given that the car
was used when she bought it?24 [55
words]

At 10:30 one morning last fall,
Father Michael Heaven was on his
way to buy groceries for his parish
when his car collided with
Beelzebub Bumper’s car. The
Salvation Church, which owned
Heaven’s car, required its priests to
buy groceries as part of their
priestly functions. Was Heaven the
Church’s agent at the time of the
accident? If so, should the Church
be liable for damages?25 [66 words]

Shabby Steel manufactured and
sold to Dumdum Designers a
widget designed for a trolley sys-
tem. With Shabby Steel’s knowl-
edge and approval, Dumdum
Designers acquired the widget and
added a new motor and cable, and
integrated the widget into its
defectively designed dumbwaiter
system. The dumbwaiter injured
Red Burns. Is Shabby Steel liable
for Burns’s injuries?26 [55 words]

These examples of persuasive deep
issues present the legal controversy,
introduce the relevant facts, and sug-
gest an answer of yes. The reader
understands the events and will be
receptive to your arguments and
analysis.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 52

Spoon-feed your issues
to your readers to get
the answer you want.
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When writing a generic trial brief,
or trial memorandum of law, your
guide should be an appellate brief,
with minor alterations. Place your
issue in the “Question Presented” sec-
tion. Next, include a “Statement of
Facts.” Following the statement of facts
should be your “Argument” section,
together with point headings and sub-
point headings. State the relief you’re
seeking at the beginning of your argu-
ment section. Last, include a short
“Conclusion” section in which you
again tell the court what relief you’re
seeking. This is the basic layout of your
brief. These “rules” should serve as a
guide, not as a complete reference for
brief writing.

When you have more than one
issue, number them and match them
up with the numbered point headings
in your argument section, as if the
issues are the questions and the point
headings are the answers. You can
have more than one issue, but don’t
resort to the kitchen-sink approach,
unless you’ve a got a death-penalty or
similarly important case in which you
must protect and preserve the record.
Otherwise, choose between one and
four issues: “Restricting yourself to
four or fewer issues [is] called the
‘courage of exclusion.’”27 Include more
than four issues and the reader will
lose focus. You’ll have diverted atten-
tion from your crucial issues. When
choosing issues, be selective.

Court Rules
Incorporate deep issues in your

briefs, but not at the expense of break-
ing court rules. Instead, take advantage
of the rules to make the court want to
rule for you. Many courts have intricate
rules regulating the form and the sub-
stance of briefs. Briefs usually contain
the following items: (1) table of con-
tents; (2) table of authorities (also
known as “table of citations” or “table
of cases, statutes, and authorities”);
(3) issues presented (also known as
“questions presented,” “questions
involved,” or “statement of issues to be
decided”); (4) nature of the case and
facts (also called a “statement of the

case” or “counter-statement of the
case”); (5) summary of argument
(where you outline your facts and law
or summarize your argument section,
depending on the jurisdiction) (6) argu-
ment; (7) conclusion; and (8) appendix.

In the New York State court system,
write trial briefs (also called trial mem-
orandums of law or memos of points
and authorities) as you would an
appellate brief.

In New York, the Appellate Terms of
the First and Second Departments have
different rules. The Appellate Term28 for
the First Department, aside from a page
limitation of 50 pages for the main brief,
does not provide any rules for the form
and content of briefs.29 The Appellate
Term for the Second Department,
Second and Eleventh Judicial Districts,
requires that all briefs comply with
CPLR 5528 (which pertains to the con-
tent of briefs and appendices) and
CPLR 5529 (which pertains to the form
of brief and appendices).30 The same
rule applies for the Appellate Term for
the Second Department, Ninth and
Tenth Judicial Districts.31

In New York, the First,32 Second,33

Third,34 and Fourth35 Departments
have specific and almost identical rules
for the content of an appellant’s brief.
The Third Department’s rules are broad
and general compared to the other
departments. The Second and Third
Departments provide that briefs must
comply with CPLR 5528 and 5529. All
four departments in New York require,
among other things, a table of con-
tents.36 Some of the departments specif-
ically require a table of authorities
(First37 and Fourth38), while other
departments briefly mention it in pass-
ing (Second39) or not at all (Third). All
four departments require that briefs
contain “questions involved.” The
First40 and Second41 Departments
specifically provide that the questions
involved contain no names, dates,
amounts, or particulars. These depart-
ments require that the questions
involved be followed immediately by
the answer given by the court from
which the appeal is taken. The Third
and Fourth Departments require that

briefs comply with CPLR 5528 and 5529
when writing the questions involved.42

CPLR 5528(a) provides that when
writing the “question involved,” each
question must be followed by the
answer given by the court below. The
question involved may contain no
names, dates, amounts, or particulars.
The First, Second, and Fourth
Departments require a statement of the
nature of the case and facts.43 The Third
Department requires compliance with
CPLR 5528.44 CPLR 5528(a)(3) provides
that a statement of the nature of the case
and of the facts will determine the ques-
tions involved. Make sure you support
any references to pages in the appendix.
The First, Second, and Fourth
Departments also require an argument
section.45 The Third Department pro-
vides that you comply with CPLR 5528
in this respect.46 CPLR 5528(a)(4)
requires that the argument section be
divided into points with distinct head-
ings. All four departments provide spe-
cific rules for the content and form of
the appendix.47

New York’s rules don’t provide for
a preliminary statement, but most
lawyers write one and include it just
before or after the questions involved.
A preliminary statement expands on
the questions involved, gives some
procedural history, dates, names,
places, and particulars, and sums up
the argument to follow.

When writing a question presented
in any of the Four Departments, there-
fore, write it as the CPLR provides.

The New York Court of Appeals
requires, among other things (1) a table
of contents; (2) a table of cases and
authorities; and (3) an appendix.48 In
motions for permission to appeal in
civil cases, the court requires a
(1) notice of motion; (2) statement of
the procedural history; (3) jurisdiction-
al statement; (4) statement of the
“questions presented” for review;
(5) disclosure statement; and (6) copies
of all orders, opinions, or memoran-
dums from the court below. The ques-
tions presented must state why they
merit the court’s review: that the issues
are novel or of public importance, that
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Districts of New York don’t give specif-
ic rules about how issues should be
compiled or organized. But both the
Eastern and Southern Districts tell you
to set forth in point headings your
“points and authorities.”50 In the
Northern District, the only rules about
memorandums of law tell you to have
a table of contents and parallel cita-
tions.51 In the Western District, the
only limitation for a memorandum of
law is a 25-page limit.52 The district
courts’ rules in New York therefore
allow lawyers to use deep issues exact-
ly as this column suggests.

When submitting a brief to a federal
court of appeals like the Second
Circuit, for example, comply with Rule
28 of the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure. Under thus rule, briefs
should contain, among other things,
the following items, in this order:
(1) corporate disclosure statement;
(2) table of contents; (3) table of author-
ities; (4) jurisdictional statement;
(5) statement of the issues presented;
(6) statement of the case; (7) summary
of the argument; (8) argument;
(9) short conclusion; and (10) certificate
of compliance.53 The brief must also
conform to the local rule of court. The
Second Circuit requires that you follow
Rule 28 as well as Local Rule 28,54

which provides that briefs be free from
“burdensome, irrelevant, immaterial,
and scandalous matter.”55 In your
statement of the issues presented to the
Second Circuit, use this column’s
deep-issue approach. 

When submitting briefs to the
United States Supreme Court, “the
statement of the questions presented
must precede all other matters, includ-
ing the table of contents.”56 The Court
requires the following items in this
order immediately after the cover
page: (1) questions presented; (2) list of
all parties unless the caption contains
all parties as well as an amended cor-
porate disclosure statement; (3) table of
contents and authorities; (4) citations
of the (un)official reports of the opin-
ions and orders entered by courts and
administrative agencies; (5) statement

of jurisdiction; (6) constitutional provi-
sions, treaties, statutes, ordinances,
and regulations verbatim with cita-
tions; (7) statement of the case along
with the facts; (8) summary of the
argument; (9) argument; and (10) con-
clusion. How you frame the issue to
the Court suggests “the importance of
conveying this vital information to the
court at the very beginning of the
brief.”57 Supreme Court requirements
encourage lawyers to write a deep,
persuasive question.

Organizing Deep Issues
Once you’ve narrowed down your

issues, address them logically. In briefs
and inter- or intra-office memoran-
dums, organize them as follows:

• Discuss threshold issues before
you discuss the merits of the case.
A threshold issue is often a proce-
dural issue, like whether the
court has jurisdiction to consider
the merits. Sometimes a threshold
issue is substantive, like a statute-
of-limitations question. Threshold
issues can be dispositive.

• Lead with your best issue. The
best issue is the one on which the
reader is most likely to agree with
you. Within your best issues, put
essential things first. (This sug-
gestion applies only to briefs, not
office memorandums.)

• Discuss large claims or issues
before you discuss less significant
ones.

• If all the claims are equally large,
discuss the claim that affects the
litigation most. Thus, in a crimi-
nal appeal in which a defendant
seeks a new trial or, alternatively,
a reduced jail sentence, first dis-
cuss whether the appellate court
should grant a new trial.

• Move logically through statutory
or common-law tests. Often a
case will depend on whether a lit-
igant satisfied a multi-factor test
enumerated in a statute or a semi-
nal case. Discuss the issue in the
sequence in which the statute or
case lays out the factors.

they present a conflict with the court’s
prior decisions, or that they involve a
conflict among the departments of the
Appellate Division. You must identify
the particular portions of the record
where the questions reviewed are
raised and preserved. 

Nowhere in the Court of Appeals’s
rules does it state that the questions
presented be followed immediately by
the answer given by the court below.
But briefs submitted to the Court of
Appeals have questions presented that
are contemplated by the CPLR. Here’s
an example of a “question involved”
that the CPLR contemplates, taken ver-
batim from a famous prosecution brief
to the Court of Appeals:

May a police officer approach and
question a man when, during a
patrol at night in an area of
Manhattan in which numbers of
burglaries have recently taken
place, the officer observes that man
walking at a fast pace, with a notice-
able limp, covered with snow and
carrying a television set in a pillow-
case thrown over his shoulder.
Answer of the court below: No, tes-
timony and circumstances were
inadequate to provide the detective
with sufficient cause to approach
and question the defendant.49

For the most part, writing a deep issue
in this manner under New York’s rules
for the Appellate Term, Appellate
Division, and Court of Appeals will be
difficult because the question involved
cannot be detailed. It’s wise to frame
your issue so that the answer implied
is “yes,” but the answer to the question
will depend on how the court below
ruled. As the above example shows,
however, by including concrete facts
you can still tailor your deep issue to
conform to the CPLR and court rules.
You can also include deep issues when
writing the statement of the case. The
facts you incorporate will help the
court determine the issues involved.

In the federal system, when writing
trial briefs, which the courts call mem-
orandums of law, the Eastern,
Northern, Southern, and Western
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• When the answer to one question
depends on the answer to an ear-
lier question, resolve the first
question first. The reader will
understand relationships more
easily that way, and you’ll avoid
awkward cross-referencing.
Discussing issues in the order
they arose facilitates understand-
ing if the issues arose chronologi-
cally. Everything else being equal,
discuss issues by a hierarchy of
authority: constitutional questions
first, then statutory questions,
then common-law questions.

Conclusion
Issue framing, among the most

important aspects of legal writing,58 is
among the most ignored. The lawyer
who frames the issue well might be
the lawyer who wins.59 Lawyers often
focus on getting the law right rather
than writing well,60 but the two can’t
be separated. Don’t lump all the criti-
cal information in the middle of a doc-
ument, hoping that the reader will
find the issue underneath all the legal
words. Instead, make the reader’s job
easy. Say something of substance at
the beginning and the end.61 Use the
deep-issue method to create a picture
for readers that’ll stand out in their
mind — long after your brief or mem-
orandum has been read. ■
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